mars
WATER ON MARS CORROBORATES HUMAN VISITATION

Question asked of MARS: Andy, 18 months
have passed since you published your landmark
paper The Discovery of Life on Mars on
December 12, 2008. Since then, you have gone
public with your two trips to Mars undertaken at
the behest of the CIA in 1981. Do any of your
Mars findings corroborate your claim that the
environment of Mars is hospitable to visitation by
human beings from Earth, including yourself?

A lake beneath Husband Hill in PIA10214

Andrew D. Basiago, president, Mars Anomaly
Research Society (MARS): Absolutely! My
paper The Discovery of Life on Mars revealed
the existence of an azure blue lake beneath
Husband Hill as depicted in PIA10214 (top
right), which is the NASA image I analyze in my
paper. Clearly, if Mars were as cold or arid as
NASA claims, then this body of water would
either be frozen or not exist. In PIA10214, we
can see waves on the surface of this lake. This
shows that it is not frozen and that the
temperature on Mars is above freezing. When I
teleported to Mars in 1981, the temperature
there was quite warm, I would say about 70° F,
and hence Mars is habitable by humans. I
published evidence of running water on Mars as
seen in NASA image PIA11049 in January 2009,
when NASA was trumpeting the fact that it had
made the “chilling discovery” of ice on Mars. In
this way, NASA hides the truth about Mars by
announcing de minimis discoveries that don’t tell
the whole story. The chilling discovery that the
space agency is going to make when further
evidence of water on Mars is found is that
everybody already knows that they are all wet!

At water’s edge, a platypus-like animal stays
where a group of Martian humanoids plays

In PIA11049, water cascades from a viaduct
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